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CTZ COLLABORATORS
1
Data from the Coastal Transition Zone (CTZ) experiment axe used to describethe velocity
fields and water properties associated with cold filaments in the California Current. Combined
with previous field surveys and satellite imagery, these show seasonalvaxiability with maximum
dynamic height ranges and velocities in summer and minimum values in late winter and early

spring. North of Point Arena (between39øN and 42øN) in spring-summerthe flow field on the
outer edge of the cold water has the chaxacterof a meandering jet, carrying fresh, nutrient-poor
water from farther north on its offshore side and cold, salty, nutrient-rich water on its inshore
side. At Point Arena in midsummer, the jet often flows offshore and continues south without
meandering back onshore as strongly as it does faxther north. The flow field south of Point Arena
in summertakes on more of the chaxacterof a field of mesoscaleeddies,although the meandering
jet from the north continuesto be identifiable. The conceptual model for the May-July period
between 36øN and 42øN is thus of a surfacejet that meandersthrough and interacts with a field
of eddies;the eddiesare more dominant south of 39øN, where the jet broadensand where multiple
jets and filaments axe often present. At the surface,the jet often separatesbiological communities
and may appeax as a barrier to cross-jet transport, especially north of Point Arena early in the
season(March-May). However,phytoplanktonpigment and nutrients are carried on the inshore
flank of the jet, and pigment maxima axe sometimesfound in the core of the jet. The biological
effect of the jet is to define a convoluted, 100 to 400-km-wide region next to the coast, within
which much of the richer water is contained, and also to carry some of that richer water offshore
in meanders along the outer edge of that region.

1.

INTRODUCTION

AND BACKGROUND

variability of that structure? (3) What are the biological

implications of that structure and variability?
Several different velocity structureshave been hypothThree simplified conceptual models of the filaments are
esized to be associated with the cold filaments
seen in
shownin Figure 1. "Squirts"are one-wayjets, transporting
satellite imagery from the California Current system and coastally upwelled water to the deep ocean, perhaps
other eastern boundary currents [Bernsteinet al., 1977; terminating in a counterrotating vortex pair, with a shape
Traganza et al., 1983; Flament et al., 1985; Kelly, 1985; in the sea surfacetemperature (SST) and pigment fields
Shannonet al., 1985; Johannessen
et al., 1989]. The pur- often referred to as "mushroom," "hammerhead," or "T"
pose of this paper is to summarize the evidence from the [Ikedaand Emery, 1984; Davis, 1985]. Onshoreflow may

Coastal Transition Zone (CTZ) experimentand previous occur in a broader and weaker return flow between the
field studies with respect to the hypothesized velocity offshoresquirts and/or in subsurfaceflow. The idealized
structures. The questionsaddressedare, (1) What is squirt is generated by nearshore convergences, such as
the spatial structure of the velocities and water properties causedby local wind relaxationsaroundcapes[Huyer and
associatedwith the filaments? (2) What is the temporal Kosro,1987;Sendet al., 1987]or othermechanisms
[Stern,
1986]. The biologicalimplicationof this structureis that a
1C. James,L. J. Walstad,R. L. Smith, J. A. Barth, R. R.
Hood, and M. R. Abbott, College of Oceanography,Oregon State
University, Corvallis; K. H. Brink, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts; T. L. Hayward, P. P.
Niiler, and M. S. Swenson, Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
La Jolla, California; R. K. Dewey, ScienceApplications International Corporation, Bellevue, Washington; F. Chavez, Monterey
Bay Aquarium Reseaxch Institute, Pacific Grove, California; S.
R. Ramp, M. L. Batteen, and R. L. Haney, Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, California; D. L. Mackas, Institute of Ocean
Sciences, Sidney, British Columbia; L. Washburn, University of
California, Santa Baxbara; D.C. Kadko, University of Miami, Miami, Florida; R. T. Barber, Duke University, Maxine Laboratory,
Beaufort, North Carolina; D. B. Haidvogel, Institute of Marine
and Coastal Sciences, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
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large amount of enriched, salty, and cold coastally upwelled

water (and biomass)is transportedto the deepocean.
An alternate conceptual model consists of a number of
mesoscale

eddies

imbedded

in a slow

southward

current

[Mooersand Robinson,1984;Rieneckeret al., 1987].Where
the eddies draw recently upwelled water away from the
coast, they create a surface temperature structure similar
to a squirt. The difference is that the pure squirt model
envisions the generation by convergencesin the nearshore
region and the mesoscaleeddy model envisionsthe offshore
eddy field as the source of energy. The implication for
nutrients and biomass is that offshore transport over long
time periods should be accomplished by large-scale "eddy
diffusion," i.e., quasi-randommotions of parcels exchanged
between eddies, parameterized by an eddy diffusivity that

may vary with location and direction (alongshoreversus
offshore).
The third conceptual model consists of a continuous
southward jet, meandering offshore and onshore. During
14,743
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Prediction Through Observations, Modeling, and Analysis

(OPTOMA) program.

The CODE measurementsin

summer 1981-1982 were concentrated over the shelf, but
two offshore surveys in July 1981 and July 1982 found
strong offshore transports of cold water; the surveys did
not cover a large enough area to determine whether

a similar onshore flow occurred [Flament et al., 1985;
Kosro and Huyer, 1986]. During the OPTOMA program
between 1982 and 1986, a large number of expendable

bathythermograph(XBT) and conductivity-temperaturedepth (CTD) surveyswere made in a variable region
extending 100-300 km offshoreand alongshoreoff northern

California with good seasonalcoverage [Rieneckerand
Mooers,1989a]. The surveysof the regionfarther offshore

MESOSCALE
EDDY FIELD

SQUIRTS

MEANDERING

JET

often have the appearance of a mesoscaleeddy field, but
midsummer

Fig. 1. The three simple conceptual models consideredfor the
flow structure

associated

with the cold filaments.

fields from

off Point

Arena

in 1984 and 1986

show a jet very much like that found in the July 1988

CTZ surveys[Rieneckerand Mooers,1989a,b]. Southof the
region sampled by the CTZ experiment, recurrent eddies

its onshore excursions, it may entrain coastally upwelled
water and create filaments of cold, rich water, which extend

have been documentedby a numberof studies[Simpsonet
al., 1984, 1986;Lynn and Simpson,1987].

offshore on the next meander [CoastalTransitionZone
Group,1988]. Closededdiesmay be createdon either side
of the jet by instabilities of the flow, but in the meandering
jet model, the jet is the primary structure and source of
energy. An important characteristic of the meanderingjet
is the presence of water in the core of the jet from far
upstream, which would not be the case for squirts and
would occur only haphazardly in a mesoscaleeddy field.
The biological implication of the meandering jet structure
is that

nutrients

and biomass from the coastal ocean tend

to remain on the inshore side of the jet.
The question is not whether the flow field associated
with the cold filaments is always only a squirt, eddy,
or meandering jet. We expect to find examples of each
of these types of flow in a complex system such as the
California Current. The question is whether there is a
coherent pattern in the evolving mix of these regimes.
The seasonalcycle is of special interest: if features in the
velocity field appear for only part of the year, the primary
structures may be indicated by the seasonalprogression.
Previous observations have not resolved the large-scale
synoptic structure of the currents well enough to differentiate between these models. The California Cooperative

2.

THE

CTZ

EXPERIMENT

The regionof approximately37.5øN-41.5øNwas studied
intensively in 1987 and 1988 [Coastal TransitionZone
Group, 1988]. Hydrographicsurveysof the regionwithin
200 km of the coast were conducted in February, March,

May, and June 1987 [Kosroet al., this issue;Haywardand
Mantyla, 1990; Ramp et al., this issue; Hood et al., 1990,

this issue]and June-July 1988 [Huyer et al., this issue;
Chavez et al., this issue; T.P. Stanton et al., Upper ocean
response to a wind relaxation event in the coastal transition

zone,submittedto Journalof GeophysicalResearch,1990].
A

fiuorometer

was

mounted

on

the

CTD

to

measure

chlorophylland relatedpigmentson mostcruises[Schramm
et al., 1988]. Repeatedmicrostructuremeasurements
were
made on alongshoretransectsacrossfilaments[Deweyand
Mourn,1990;Deweyet al., this issue].Most of thesesurveys
included continuous 300-kHz

acoustic Doppler current

profiler(ADCP) measurements,
referencedusingLORAN-C
navigation data to produce absolute velocities in the upper

200 m [Kosroet al., this issue].Lagrangianmeasurements
of the current structure were provided by surface drifters

[Paduan and Niiler, 1990; Brink et al., this issue; M.S.
OceanicFisheriesInvestigations(CalCOFI) samplingwas Swenson et al., Drifter observations of the dynamical and

too

coarse

to

define

the

filaments

and

seldom

extended

north of San Francisco. Long-term meansbasedon the CalCOFI data off central California show a broad, meandering

thermodynamical structures in a cold filament off Point
Arena, California, in July 1988, submitted to Journal
of Geophysical Research, 1990, hereinafter referred to as

southwardflow in summer [Wyllie, 1966; Hickey, 1979; Swensonet al., submitted]. Sequences
of satellite images
Lynn and Simpson,1987; Chelton,1984], rather than the were used to direct some of the field measurements and also
offshore-flowingjets that appear in more detailed surveys to estimate surface currents by objective and subjective

of the same area [Cheltonet al., 1988]. Off northern featuretracking[Tokmakianet al., 1990]. Finally, numerical
California, however, fields for April, July, and September

and laboratory models were used for process studies of

[Wyllie, 1966; Hickey, 1979] show strong offshoreflow
coastaloceancirculation[Haidvogelet al., this issue;Allen
near Point Arena (39øN) similarto featuresfoundin later
et al., this issue;Narimousaand Maxworthy,1989]and for
studies.A finer-scalesurveyof the coastaloceanfrom 37øN
hindcast studies using observations to provide the initial
to 43øN wasmadein May 1977 [FreitagandHalpern,1981].
and boundaryconditionsfor the model [Walstadet al., this
Although only the region within 100 km of the coast was
issue].

surveyed, the dynamic height field shows a continuousjet,
flowing from north of Cape Blanco to offshore-onshore
jets

3.

RESULTS FROM THE CTZ

EXPERIMENTS

south of Cape Mendocino,Point Arena, and Point Reyes.
More

detailed

measurements

off

northern

California

were made during the 1980s as part of the Coastal

3.1. Large-ScaleSeasonalPatterns in Wind and SST
Wind forcing off northern California during 1987-1988

Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE) and the Ocean generally followed the normal seasonal cycle of mean
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1987;(b) April 19, 1987;(c) May 6, 1987;(d) July 15, 1987;(e) July 16, 1988;(f) October18, 1987.

northward winds in winter and southward winds in spring-

An overview of the seasonal development of the cold

summer, with more variable winds in winter [Hickey, filaments in 1987 and 1988 is provided by satellite SST
1979; Huyer, 1983; Strub et at., 1987a]. During the fieldsoverthe large-scale
CaliforniaCurrentsystem(34øNsurvey in February 1987, there was a period of strong
southward winds for approximately 10 days, followed by a
return to more northward winds, as is shown by Kosro et

49øN).Six of theseareshownin Figure2. Kosroet at. [this
issue]presenta similar sequencewith a greater numberof

al. [this issue].From mid-Marchto July 1987, windswere

The imagefrom January 19, 1987 (Figure 2a), is clear in
the region south of 44øN and east of 128øW, where weak

upwelling-favorableeverywhere, with occasionalrelaxations
and reversals.
In 1988, winds were less upwellingfavorable north of Cape Mendocino until mid-June, after
which winds were strongly upwelling-favorableeverywhere,
providing stronger and more persistent wind forcing off
northern California from mid-June to mid-July 1988 than
was experienced during the March-June 1987 field season.

images over a smaller region in 1987.

structure with large scales is evident in the offshore SST
field. There are local regions of colder water near some
capes, but no narrow filaments. Images from February

1987, shown by Kosro et at. [this issue], depict similar
structure in early February, as well as a band of cold water

next to the coast in late February (similar to the early

14,746
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Fig. 2. (continued)

springimagesin Figure 2b), whichresultedfrom the period

images(Figure 4) from the sameregion and period as the

of strong southwardwinds in February. Images from March
and April of both years are similar to the image from

surveysshow that filaments on the offshoreedge of the cold
water are associatedwith the inshore half of the jets, as was

April 19, 1987 (Figure 2b), with colder water in a band

alsonotedby Hoodet al. [1990]and Kosroet al. [thisissue].
For example,in the May 18 image (Figure 4b), the coldest

within 100-150 km of the coast south of Cape Mendocino.
Images from May of both years are similar to that

filament extends offshoreat 40.3øN, 125ø-126øW and is

from May 6, 1987 (Figure 2c). Small (100 km), cyclonic continuous with a wavy cool filament returning onshore
filaments are found off Cape Blanco, Cape Mendocino,
between40øN, 126øWand 39.5øN,125øW.Figure3c shows
and Point Arena.

These begin to develop in April

that

the

more

northern

filament

lies within

the

southern

jet centeredat 40.6øN, 125.5øW,
(Figure 2b). Longer filaments extend from Point Reyes half of an offshore-flowing
and from Point Sur (south of Monterey Bay). Features while the more southern filament is in the onshore-flowing
jet centeredat 39.8øN, 125.5øW. More detailed across-jet
change fairly rapidly in May-June of these two years, both
increasingand decreasingin length, as describedin detail

transects of surfacevelocity and temperature for this survey

below.

are presentedby Kosroet al. [this issue].

By mid-Julyof both years(Figures2d and 2e), filaments
extend up to 300 km offshore from Cape Blanco, Cape
Mendocino, and Point Arena. South of Point Arena in July
1988, there are several smaller filaments. North of Cape
Blanco in May-July of both years, the region of colder
temperatures narrows to the north and disappears near the

mouth of the ColumbiaRiver (46.2øN), as in Figure 2e.
Features north of Cape Blanco increase in size during the
second half of summer and fall, as is demonstrated by the

If we interpret the cold filaments as showing the inshore
side of a jet, the combination of satellite images and
surveys shows the temporal development of a meandering
jet in March-June 1987. The fields show a progression

from a small dynamicheight range (0.86-0.91 dyn m) in
February-March to a large range (0.70-1.00 dyn m) and
an alongshore jet with geostrophic velocities of 0.5-0.8

m s-• in May andJune.The alongshore
jet wasalready

present in mid-March, inshore of the CTZ survey, as was
image from October 18, 1987 (Figure 2f), which shows demonstrated by surfacedrifters which travelled from north
of Cape Mendocino to near Point Arena at speedsof 0.1-0.6
longer filaments north and south of Cape Blanco. The
et al., 1990].Interpretation
of theAprilscalloped edge of the region offshore of the cold water is m s-1 [Magnell
May dynamic height field in Figure 3b is aided by ADCP
suggestiveof a line of anticyclonic eddies, as depicted by

Simpsonet al. [1986].

surfacevelocitiespresented
by HaywardandMantyla[1990],

3.2. Horizontal Fields of Velocity

which show a continuousjet flowing outside of closededdies
found southwest of Cape Mendocino and Point Arena. The

The relation between the horizontal velocity field and the
filaments can be examined by comparing satellite images
of SST with hydrographic fields and with tracks of surface
drifters. Figure 3 showsthe dynamic height anomaly fields
relative to 500 dbar for four surveys in 1987, covering the
period March-June 1987. These surveys are described in

May 5 SST field (Figure4a) indicatesthat the jet meanders
approximately 100-150 km offshoreof Cape Mendocino.
By May 18, the meander off Cape Mendocino grows

sharperand longer,extending200-225 km offshore(Figure
4b). By June I (Figure 4c), the Cape Mendocinomeander
has smoothed out and extends only 150 km offshore, while

more detail by Haywardand Mantyla [1990]and by Kosro the meanderoff Point Arena (39øN) has begunto grow.
et al. [this issue],who showthat resultsfrom a February The increasing offshore transport in the cool feature at
survey are similar to those from the March survey. Satellite 39øN (Figure 4c) was documentedby ADCP data along
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Fig. 3. Fieldsof dynamicheightanomalyrelativeto 500 dbar from four cruisesin 1987(negativelongitudes
denotewestlongitude;
contourintervalis 0.02dyn m): (a) March18-25;(b) April 28 to May 13; (c) May 18-26;
(d) June9-18. The shadingin Figures3c and3d indicates
the locationof transects
shownin Figure8.

north-southtransectsalong 125øW (white line in Figure drifters, released between May 18 and 20, 1987, near
4c [Deweyand Mourn, 1990]); theseshowthat westward 38.1øN, 123.8øW,went north around a small cycloniceddy

transport
in the upper150m increased
from2.1 Svto 3.6 off Point Arena that was not resolved by the dynamic
Sv during June 2-5. This could be interpretedas (1) a
growingsquirt, (2) the northernsideof a growingmeander,
directing more flow into the component normal to the
transect,or (3) an eddy that is spinningup. A dynamical
interpolation of the flow field between the late May and
mid-Junesurveys,using a quasi-geostrophic
(QG) model

heightfield in Figure 3c, and three otherswent southwest

feature off Point Arena extends 200 km offshoreto 126øW.

alsoshow
thattheoffshore
flowsouthwest
of PointReyes
at 37.5øN,124.6øW(Figure3d), is the northern
sideof

(Figure
5a, seealsoPaduan
andNiiler [1990,Figure2c]).
This closededdy was resolvedin the ADCP data presente
d

by Kosroet al. [thisissue](seealsoFigure16a below).
Trac.ks of similar drifters released on June 17-27 near

38.5øN, 124øW (Figure 5b), indicate that the offshore
[Walstadet al., this issue],supportsthe interpretationof end of the meanderbetween38øN and 38.5øN (partially
by the surveyin Figure3d) is near 126øW.These
the growingmeander. By June 10 (Figure 4d) the cool resolved
The June 10 and 16 (Figure 4e) imagesshowcold water
being carried offshoreand onshorein meandersoff Cape

anothermeanderthat extendssouthwestto 36øN, 126øW.

of Figures5a and 5b show.s
the •ncrease
of
Mendocino
(39.5ø-41øN)
andPointArena(38ø-39øN)and A comparison
offshoreto the southwestagainsouthof 38øN, as confirmed the offshoreextent of the meandersin the jet from 125øW
to 126øW during the month betweendrifter surveys. In
by the June9-18 survey(Figure 3d).
Another aspect of the surface flow field is revealed Figure 5b the drifters from the earlier deploymentare seen
by the tracksof surfacedriftersdroguedat 15 m. Six south of 37øN, circulatingslowlyinshoreof the jet.

14,748
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Fig. 4. SatelliteSST images:(a) May 5, 1987; (b) May 18, 1987;(c) June 1, 1987 (the white line showsthe
transectsampledon June 2-5, 1987); (d) June 10, 1987; (e) June 16, 1987.

Point Arena) to representa continuationof the general
The surveys in 1987 did not extend past June, but
the July 15, 1987, satellite image (Figure 2d) indicates seasonalprogressionseenin the 1987 surveys.
Figure 6 showsfieldsof the dynamicheight anomaly
that by mid-July the meander around Cape Mendocino
extendsagainto approximately40øN, 127øW, and curves relative to 500 dbar from three cruises in 1988. The field
back onshore south of Cape Mendocino and then offshore from•July6-12 in Figure6a is similarto the fieldsfrom
on June20-27 and July 13-18, 1988(see[Huyer
in a large filament extending southwestfrom Point Arena surveys

to approximately38øN, 127øW. This long, offshorecold
filament at 38øN presumablyshowsthe cold water on the
inside of the meander at 38øN, which has grown since it
was sampledby the driftersin mid-June(Figure 5b). It is

et al., this issue]for all five surveys).The primaryfeature
during this month-longperiod was a fairly stationaryjet
flowingto the southwestfrom nearshorejust north of
Point Arena. Huyer et al. [thisissue]showthat the colder

similar to the feature sampled from June 20 to August 4,

water of the filament lies on the southern half of the

1988 (Figure 2e). It is also similar to featuresseenin July
imagesfrom most other years and sampledby hydrography
in 1981, !982, 1984, and 1986 (discussedbelow). Thus
we take the 1988 surveys(of a smaller area southwestof

offshorejet. Smaller eddiesof both signsare presentin
the slow moving water to the southeastof the jet, and
there is an indication of return onshore flow south of the

jet. The orientationof the jet in the surveyregionbecame

14,749
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30øN and 39øN, without encounteringanother southward

jet. Thus the observedjet off Point Arena at 39øN was
not one of several similar offshorebranches; it was the on.ly
suchjet at that locatio.n.and time, although there may have
been other jets farther inshore over the shelf and slope.
South of .Point Arena, multiple cool filaments and drifter

::::....::
.:

ß

more
nearly
southward
after
July21(Figure
•b),andthe
jet broadened and weakenedby the time of the last survey

at the beginningof August (Figure 6c).
Surfacedrifters [Brink et al., this issue;Swensonet al.,
submitted]from selectedperiodsin June-August1988 are
shown superimposed on satellite images from the same

periods in Figure 7. A drifter (labeled R), placed in
a filament off Point Reyes at the end of June (Figure
7a), followedthe filamentoffshore,circledcyclonically,and
then proceeded southward, where it was entrained into a

largeanticycloniceddycenterednear 124.0øWand 35.7øN,
which appears as warm water in the satellite images; it

remainedin this eddy throughoutthe end of July (Figure
7c). The rest of the drifters (labeledA) were releasedin
the filamentoff Point Arena (Figure 7a). At the end of this
filament, most of the drifters turned cyclonically around

a "terminal eddy" (labeled E in Figure 7b). Some then
were carried south in a continuation of the Point Arena jet

(labeledA), somebecameentrainedin the terminal eddy,
and someleakedoff to the northwest(labeledW). Someof
the drifters never reached the terminal eddy, but left the

jet on its southernside and returned onshore(labeled O).
These circledcyclonicallyoff Point Arena (Figure 7c) and
rejoined the offshorejet.

Near the end of July (Figure 7c), the terminal eddy
became

somewhat

cut

off from

the

now

more

southward

jet; some drifters (labeled S) continued south without
ever passing around the terminal eddy and meandered
back onshore on the north side of the anticyclonic eddy

identified by the Point Reyes drifter (R). A month later
(Figure 7d), the drifter paths showthat the terminal eddy
had movedto 36.7øN, 127.5øW, approximately70 km west
of its position in late July. Although partially covered
by clouds, the drifters show that the anticyclonic eddy at Fig. 5. Surface(15 m) drifter tracks (circlesdenote24-hourpo35.5øN, 123.7øW is near its original location, and they sitions):(a) 11-daytracksfor driftersreleasedduringMay 18-20,
suggestanother anticycloniceddy near 34.5øN, 127.5øW. 1987, overlaid on the satellite SST image from May 5, 1987 (the
Southward flow is still found south of the terminal eddy, closestimage that was clear over a large area) (circlesdenote24hour positions);and (b) 14-day drifter tracks for surfacedrifters

i.e., southof 36øN between125øW and 127øW.

Several drifters from the 1988 deployment left the jet and
travelled westward as far as 134øW at latitudes

between

released during June 17-27, 1987, as well as the earlier drifters
still in the area, overlaid on the satellite SST image from June
16, 1987.
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•nd le•ers indicate sectionsshown in Figure 9.

paths inshoreof the jet indicate that the transport is not
containedin a singlejet. Statistical analysisof the drifter
motion suggests that the flow south of Point Arena can

Fig. 7. Surface(15 m) drifter tracks (circlesdenote 24-hour
positions): (a) 14-day tracks of drifters starting June 28, 1988,
overlaidon the satelliteSST imagefrom July 6, 1988; (b) 7-day
tracks of drifters starting July 12, overlaid on the satellite SST

imagefrom July 16; (c) 7-day tracks of drifters starting July 25,
overlaidon the satelliteSST imagefrom July 28; (d) 7-day tracks
meansouthward
flow(0.5m s-i) andan eddydiffusivityof surface drifters starting August 27, overlaid on the satellite
that is stronger
in the offshore
direction(5-8 x 103m2 SST image from August 30.

be characterizedby an approximatelyequalcombinationof

s-i) thaninthealongshore
direction
(2-5x 10:1
m2 s-i)
[Brinket al., this issue].
3.3. Relation of Velocitiesto Water Properties
Examination of the spatial relation betweenthe velocities

(1) What is being transportedalongshoreand offshoreat
a given location; i.e., are the jets conveyersor barriers

for offshoretransport?;(2) What are the upstreamsources
of the water in the jet, as compared with those inshore
and offshoreof the jet; i.e., are the jets continuousover

and the water properties (temperature T, salinity $,
nutrients,and biomass)allowsus to addresstwo questions: extensive alongshore distances?
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upwelled water. A temperature minimum was often found
on the inshore half of the jet, sometimes coincident with
a salinity maximum and sometimes closer to the velocity
maximum than the salinity maximum. Surface nitrate and
phytoplankton pigment were highest on the inshore side of

i .....................'•:'

.:.,
::::::::::::::::::::::
..,:. .,:-:)::- .:...
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
....
the maximum velocitiesin the jet [Haywardand Mantyla,

1990; Kosro et al., this issue; Hood et al., this issue; Chavez

.:.•.,•.;-:•

et al., this issue],althoughrelativelyhigh valuesof pigment

concentrations
(1.0-8.0mg m-3) occurred
in regions
on

:

::::::::::::::::::::::

•::3::-.::::•

the inshore side of the jet where velocities were 0.2-0.5 m

s-1 [Hayward
andMantyla,1990;Hoodet al., 1990].
Like the surface fields, vertical sections across the jet
highest concentrations of nitrate and
phytoplankton pigment inshore of the jet, but they also
demonstrate that moderately high values of pigment extend
into the inshore flank of the jet and that pigment maxima
sometimes appear directly in, or even offshore of, the
maximum velocities in the jet. Examples of these different
relationships can be seen in vertical sections from the late
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May 1987 cruise (Figures 8a and 8b). The sectionsare
located along the southern and offshore boundaries of the

::'":;::L
½::'

survey (Figure 3c). In Figure 8a, stations 1-5 form a
line extending offshore (roughly east-west) and stations
6-15 extend roughly north-south, along the southern part

of the farthest offshoreline (approximately150 km from
the coast). The vertical line in Figure 8a divides the

.............

:,•.::,J:
:?--;:::-"
..:;::::
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:..'.
.... . ...............................

•::: •:
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offshoreand alongshoresections. The viewer is effectively
looking offshoretoward the southwestcorner of the survey.
Figure 8b shows the northern part of the same offshore
boundary, where it cuts across the sharp meander off

::•::::::::::•:::

-----::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

;•.•
============================
:'-:::::.::::::
,,:, ,'*'"'•"<•'•"•::,:
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.....
:::**-•:,:
... :::::::::::::::::::::
::,: ..........
Cape Mendocino (Figure

:-•..'e:L.,

..............

3c).

The viewer is looking

offshore. The ADCP velocities at the top of the figures
are the components normal to the sections, defined positive
poleward and shoreward.

Along the southern boundary (Figure 8a, sampledon
18-19), water flows out of the survey region to the

=====================May

southwest along a strong salinity gradient, with coldest

temperatures(<12øC) and highestpigmentconcentrations

(> 1.5mgm-3) directly
inthecoreofthejet (wenoteagain
that the pigment concentrations used in the present paper
are derived from fiuorometer measurements, as described

::::::::::::•:::.

--','-:<•'
-,;¾;:...-..

by Schrammet al. [1988]). Station 5 is near 37.4øN,
124.5øW, where a cold filament can be seenin the June 1
satellite image of Figure 4c.

On the northern half of

the meanderoff Cape Mendocino(Figure 8b, sampledon

========================
:::: ::':'

May 23-26),the strongest
offshore
velocity(0.5m s-1 at
station 91) is in a stronggradientof salinity (32.75-33.25
psu) and in the coldestwater (<12øC) on the northern
side of the domed structure. The onshore jet is on the
Fig. 7.

(conrimmed)

3.3.1. Surface properties and across-jet sections. The
view that the jets associated with the filaments act as
barriers, trapping the colder and richer upwelled water on
their inshore side, is most consistent with the surface fields.

southern

side of the domed

structure

in water

where surface

salinity is lessthan 33.0 psu (with patcheslessthan 32.75
psu) and the temperaturehas a stronghorizontalgradient.
The narrow temperature minimum at station 88 is near

40øN, 126øW, where the wavy cold filament in Figures
4b and 4c flows back onshore toward the southeast, after

In earlyMay 1987(Figure3b), HaywardandMantyla[1990] curving cyclonically around the end of the meander. A
found a minimum of salinity in a fresh tongue of surface
water on the offshore side of the jet. The same pattern
was found in a patchy manner in the later 1987 cruises

phytoplankton
pigment
maximum
(>2.0mgm-3) straddles
the offshore velocity maximum in the upper 50 m, with

[Kosroet al., this issue]and was consistentlyfoundin the
jet off Point Arena in June-July 1988 [Huyer et al., this
issue]. Thus the outer part of the jets found off Cape

local maxima north (offshore)of the offshore-flowing
jet
(station93) and on the inshoresidesof the velocitymaxima
(stations88 and 90). The pigmentmaxima are between20
and 30 m deep. Thus regionsof maximumbiomass(1.5-3.0

Mendocino and Point Arena does not consist of recently

mgm-s) appear
inshore,
withinandoffshore
ofthejet 150

14,752
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Figure 8c presents a similar north-south section along
km from the coast (Figure 8b) in a meanderthat extends
approximately225 km offshoreof Cape Mendocino,before the southern half of the offshore boundary during the June
continuingwithin the jet out of the southwestcornerof the 1987 survey. These data were collected mostly on June 10
and can be compared closely with the satellite image in
surveyregionoff Point Reyes(Figure8a).

Figure4d. Themorenorthern
offshore
flow(0.6m s-1 at
station15) is near38.6øN,125.25øW,andthe onshore
flow

of0.3m s-1 in themiddleofthesection
(station
11)isnear
38.1øN, 124.9øW.There is a narrowtemperatureminimum
in the left flank of the offshore flow and generally cold
water between the offshore and onshore velocity maxima,
adding strength to the interpretation of a meandering jet
along the outer edge of the cold water in the satellite image.
The drifter tracks in Figure 5b begin a week later and
show this offshore-onshoremeander to have moved slightly
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Fig. 8a. Sectionsof (top to bottom) ADCP velocity, salinity,
temperature and total pigment concentration (derived from the
fiuorometer)alongthe southwestborder of the surveyon May 18-

200

19, 1987. Stations 1-5 form a cross-shelf transect, and stations
5-15 form an alongshoretransect, with the viewer looking toward

250,

the south and offshore(see Figure 3 for transect locations). The
velocity is the component normal to the transects, defined to
be positive poleward and shoreward. Contour intervals are 0.1

: ......

0

', :

50

', ', ', :
1 O0

:

: : : : ....
150
200

km

m s-i, 0.25 psu, 1.0øC, and 0.5 mg m-• for velocity,salinity, Fig. 8b. As in Figure 8a for a section along the northwestbortemperature, and pigment concentration, respectively. Pigment

der of the survey on May 23-26, 1987. Stations 55-96 form an

concentrations
below1.0 mg m-• appearlight with no contours, alongshoretransectalongthe line farthestfrom shore(seeFig. 3),
andpigmentconcentrations
above4.5 mg m-• appearblackwith with the viewer looking offshore. The velocity is the component
no

contours,

normal to the transects, defined to be positive shoreward.
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south in that time.

The northern half of this meander

correspondsto the feature that grew off Point Arena in

14,753

southernoffshore-flowing
jet (stations5-6, near 37.3øN,
124.5øW),in a regionwherevelocitiesare greaterthan 0.3

regionof
early June [Deweyand Moum, 1990]. Temperatureand m s-1. Drifterpathsshowthisto be the inshore
salinity show a domed structure similar to that found in

anothermeander(Figure 5b).

During the repeated surveys of the jet flowing southwest
from Point Arena in June-July 1988, the surface fields
m-3) occurinshoreof the velocitymaximain regions have features similar to those found in the offshore-flowing
wherethe wateris movingoffshore
at up to 0.5 m-1 northern half of the meanders off Cape Mendocino and
and onshore
at up to 0.3 m s-1. The highestpigment Point Arena in the 1987 surveys. A tongue of fresh water

the center of the meander off Cape Mendocino in May.

Higher phytoplanktonpigmentconcentrations
(>1.5 mg

concentrations
(>4.0 mg m-3) occursouthof the more is found on the jet's offshore(northern) side, while cold,
11
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salty water is found inshore(south) of the jet [Huyer et
al., this issue]and the jet lies on the offshore(northern)
side of the surfacepigment and nitrate gradients[Chavez
et al., this issue]. Two across-jet(roughly north-south)
transects of onshore velocity, temperature, salinity, nitrate,
and total pigment from the July 6-12 survey are presented

in Figures9a and 9b (seeFigure 6a for transectlocations).
As in Figure 8, the viewer is looking offshore and the
ADCP velocity is the component normal to the transect,
defined positive onshore. These illustrate the distribution
of the variables acrossthe jet at distances of approximately

150 km (Figure 9a, line D) and 275 km (Figure 9b, line G)
from the coast, during a period when the jet's position was
fairly stationary.
The transects show an irregular domed structure in
T, $, and nitrate between the offshore-flowingjet in the
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the northern half of the offshore-flowingjet. Along line D

(Figure 9a), there is a narrow temperatureminimum and
nitrate maximumat station133 (38.0øN,124.8øW)on the
southern side of the offshorejet, where velocities normal to

the transect are 0.3-0.4 m s-1.
0

This is also the location

of maximum pigment concentrations and the location of
a cold filament in the satellite images from July 12 and
16 and drifter tracks in Figures 7a and 7b. The dome of
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side of the offshore-flowing jet, more like the temperature
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the maxima of nitrate and pigment are broader, stretching
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side of the offshore flow into the northern

side of the onshore flow. A shallow salinity minimum is
found in the onshore flow at line G. These same patterns
were generally found on transects from the June 20-27
and July 13-18 surveys, with the exception that during
the July 13-18 survey, minimum surface temperatures
increasedand maximum pigment concentrationsdecreased,
even though nitrate values remained high.

Repeatedsampling(approximately15 transects)along
line D from July 2 to July 16 confirm the picture presented
above, with respect to surfacevariables, with much greater

v
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(1 km) spatialresolution[Deweyet al., this issue].After
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Fig. 8c. As in Figure 8a for a sectionalongthe southwestborder
of the surveyon June 10, 1987 (seeFigure 3).

aligning all 15 of the transects on the density front and
averagingover all of the transects, one finds the following

qualitativepicture, proceedingfrom southto north: (1) a
wide local maximum in salinity where the shallowest(15
m) offshoreADCP velocity is zero, 25 km south of the
front; (2) a narrowerminimum in temperaturenorth of
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Fig. 9. Sectionsof ADCP velocity,temperature,salinity,nitrate, andtotal pigment(derivedfromthe fiuorometer)
concentrationduring the July 6-12, 1988 survey. The velocity is the componentnormal to the transects,defined

to be positiveshoreward.Contoursare as in Figure8, exceptthat the 0.5 mg m-3 contouris shownfor pigment,
andpigmentconcentrations
above4.0mgm-3 appearblackwithnocontours.
Nitrateiscontoured
with a 1.5-/zM
intervaland concentrations
of nitrate above12.0/zM appearblackwith no contours.(a) Cross-jettransectalong
lineD on July 9-10; (b) Cross-jettransectalongline G on July 12. (SeeFigure6 for transectlocations).
the salinity maximum in water moving offshoreat 0.3 m

in the inset of Figure 10b, and show some of the same

s-] 10kmsouthof thefront;(3) themaximum
offshorecharacteristicsas the ensembleaverage.
velocity
(0.6m s-1 in thisaverage)
centered
5 kmnorthof
Although the orientationof the jet in the surveyregion
the front; and (4) a wide salinity minimumcentered20 km
north of the front, in water moving offshorewith velocities

became more southward during the surveys on July 21-27

and July 29 to August 4 (Figures 6b and 6c), there

of 0.3 m s-1. Surface
valuesfor velocity,
temperature,continued to
and salinity during one transect on July 8-9 are presented

be warm, fresh, nitrate-deficient water on the

offshore side of the southward jet and cold water with
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i

33.5

34.0

Salinity (o/,•)
Fig. 10b. T-S diagrams from July 8-9, 1988, averaged over se-

lected 0.1ø latitude bands along line D (see Figure 6a). The
profiles are labeled with the latitude of the southern boundary
of the 0.1 ø band. The cross-track ADCP velocity at 25 m, the
surface temperature, and the surface salinity along the transect
are plotted against latitude in the inset.

June 1987 is also included, and the value at 40 m is indicated by
an asterisk.

Point T-$

values used to define the source waters in

Table i are shownassolidcircles(I=inshore,O=offshore,J--jet).

shown in Figure 10a. The jet water is freshest, followed
by the offshore water; both are fresher than the inshore

water. Measurements
madenorth of Cape Blanco(43øN)

to declineto maximumvaluesof only 0.5-1.0mg m-3

at the end of the June 1987 CTZ survey are plotted in the
same figure and show water with salinities near 32.5 psu

during the last survey despitehigh concentrationsof nitrate
inshore of the jet, and warmer and fresher water appeared

and temperaturesof 10.3ø-13.3øCbetween30 and 70 m
at the stationfarthestoffshore(43.2øN, 125.0øW).These

closerto the coast. Chavezet al. [this issue]discussthe

values of salinity are in agreement with historical summer

nutrient and pigment fields in more detail.
3.3.2. T-S relationships. One of the most robust results
of the 1987-1988 CTZ surveys is the description of a jet
that carries along a surface salinity minimum while it
separates water of low salinity and nitrate on its offshore
side from water of high nitrate and salinity on its inshore

valuesof salinity north of Cape Blanco [Huyer, 1983] and

high nitrate on the inshore side. Pigment values continued

with a survey off Cape Blanco in August 1986, which found
salinities of <32.0 psu north of Cape Blanco and < 32.5

psu southof Cape Blanco [Mournet al., 1988]. Mixing of

this water from north of Cape Blanco with offshore water
similar to that found in the CTZ region would produce
side [Haywardand Mantyla, 1990; Hood et al., 1990, this water with the T-S properties found in the jet.
The most detailed sampling of the water characteristics
issue; Huyer et al., this issue; Kosro et al., this issue;
Chavezet al., this issue]. High values of pigment are acrossthe jet during the 1988 surveys is provided by the
associatedwith the inshorecharacteristics
but may also 15 repeated transectsof microstructure profiles every i km
appear directly in the jet or even offshore of the jet in a along line D during July 2-16 [Deweyet al., this issue].
patchy manner. In tr•/ing to relate this structure to the T-S profiles(averagedover 0.1ø latitude bands)from the
larger-scaleCalifornia Current, the question arisesas to the microstructuretransect on July 8 (similar to the July
source of the water massesdirectly in and separated by the
9-10 transect in Figure 9a) are presentedin Figure 10b.
jet. The cold, salty, and nutrient-rich water is presumably The alongtrackvaluesof velocity (normal to the transect)
at 25 m depth, surface temperature, and salinity for
of an upwelled origin, either next to the coast or in situ.
,

The freshwaterin the'salinityminimummustcomefrom

the same microstructure

farther upstream.

figure.

Huyev et al. [this issue]separatethe T-$ profiles for

transect

are shown

inset

in the

In the region of onshore flow to the south of

the jet (37.6ø-37.7øN),the T-S profileshowsintermediate

CTD stations from the 1988 CTZ surveys, based on the

characteristics, similar to those previously attributed to

surfacedynamicheight,into offshore(AD > 0.96 dyn m),
jet (0.86 ( AD ( 0.94 dyn m) and inshore(AD ( 0.78

"southern"water by Rieneckerand Mooers [1989b]and
Paduan and Niiler [1990]. Moving north, in the region

dyn m) water. Their resultsfrom the July 6-12 surveyare

where cross-shelf velocities

switch from onshore to offshore
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(37.8ø-37.9øN),salinitiesare greatest and temperatures
decrease(the "inshore"water of Huyer et al. [this issue],
and "upwelledsource"water of Paduanand Niiler [1990]).
In the regionnear the maximumoffshorevelocity(38.0ø38.1øN), the T-$ profile showsa cold, nearly isothermal

number of parameters be as large as the number of source

water types (preferablylarger). During the 1988 cruises,
five variables were used: temperature, salinity, nitrate,
silicate, and phosphate, all measured at discrete depths

[Chavezet al., this issue].

layer in which salinity increaseswith depth. This is in the
narrow temperature minimum at station 133 in Figure 9a
and the narrow cold filament along the drifter track in the

We are interestedin the upper 100 m of the water column,
where none of these parameters are strictly conservative

At the surface it is fresher than the "upwelled source"

this nonconservativeregion, the WLS method was applied

(salt may be more conservativeat this time of year in this
July 12 satelliteimage (Figure 7b at 38.0øN, 124.8øW). region). Rather than trying to identify distant sourcesin

water of Paduan and Niiler [1990] and fresherthan the with the goal of determining the extent to which the
water foundover the shelf (• 33.5 psu) in this regionand different water masses remained coherent over the month
farther north in August 1988 by Magnell et al. [1989a]. and a half period of surveys. The source definitions used
North of the offshore velocity maximum, but still within

values measured during the July 6-12, 1988, survey at

the offshore-flowing
jet (38.1ø-38.2øN),the surfacewateris

a depth of 40 m (where temperature is somewhatmore
conservativethan at the surface)at three differentstations

warmer and fresher and the T-$ profile looks like the fresh

"jet" water describedby Huyer et al. [this issue]and the that were judged to be "in" the jet, "offshore"of the jet
"northern"water describedby Paduanand Niiler [1990]. and "inshore"of the jet. The values are shownin Table 1,
The isothermal surface water between 38.0øN and 38.1øN
and the T-$ valuesare plotted in Figure 10a (solidcircles).
is very similar to the deeper water in the pycnocline at
Consideringonly T-S, the "inshore,"'"jet," and "offshore"
38.1ø-38.2øN. The salinity minimum extendsto 38.4øN. water are similarto the valuesdefinedby Huyer et al. [this
North of this, (38.6ø-38.7øN)along line D in 1988, the issue].
water is saltier and warmer, like the "offshore" water of

TABLE

Huyer et al. [thisissue].
The identification of phytoplankton and zooplankton
species adds further evidence for the upstream source
of the jet and the role of the jet in separating water
masses.Sampling along line D in July 1988 found different
zooplankton speciesat locations offshoreof the jet, within

the core of the jet and inshore of the jet [Mackaset
al., this issue]. The jet thus carries within its center
zooplankton species not found locally inshore or offshore
in July 1988, supporting the presence of water from a

1. Water

Mass Source Definitions

Station

Sources

Station

T,
oC

$,
psu

NOs,
/•M

PO4,
/•M

SiO4,
/•M

Inshore
Jet

117
115

10.3
12.5

33.3
32.6

12.00
0.01

1.40
0.50

8.93
2.15

Offshore

143

16.1

32.9

0.11

0.44

2.57

more distantupstreamsource.Likewise,Hoodet al. [1990]
find different phytoplanktonic specieson either side of the
jet in June 1987. Further identification of the speciesin

Figure 11a shows the fraction of each of the water

attempt to quantify the distribution of source water in the

20-27 and July 13-18 surveys, when the jet was oriented
like the July 6-12 survey, are not shown but look like
Figure 11a. The fields from the July 21-27 and July 29
to August 4 surveys,after the jet has becomemore northsouth, are shown in Figures 11b and 11c. Even though
the jet has shifted position, the water identified as "jet"
coincideswith the 0.8-0.9 dyn m contoursin Figure 6, with
a similar amount of patchiness.
The primary result of the WLS analysis is to show the
presence of water within the jet during all five surveys
that can be distinguished in an objective way from water
farther inshore and offshore. Although the properties of
the jet water are patchy in space, they do not change
much over the month and a half period of surveys. This
supports the interpretation of the biological data and the

types found at 40 m depth over the domain of the July
specificpatchesby Hoodet al. [thisissue]showsthat a deep 6-12, 1988 survey. Overlaying the surfacedynamic height
patch of pigment directly in the jet at 70-100 m depth fields showsthat "jet" water stays mostly within the jet,
at 41.5øN in June 1987 is similar to the speciesfound with "offshore"and "inshore" water found appropriately
inshore of the jet, in upwelled water, and not the species offshore and inshore. There is a fairly large amount
found in the deep pigment maximum offshoreof the jet.
of patchiness. Examination of the chi-square statistics
Since this patch is below the euphotic zone, they conclude show these distributions to be significant at the 90% level
that it has been entrained into the jet and subducted from in regions where jet or "offshore" water represents more
somewhere inshore and farther upstream. Evidence for than 50% of the water. The regionswhere inshorewater
subduction within the offshore-flowingjet sampled in 1988 represents the majority of the water are less significant.
is alsoprovidedby Kadko et al. [thisissue]and Washburn Application of the WLS analysisto the other surveysat 40
et al. [thisissue].
m depth, using the source definitions from the July 6-12
3.3.3. Weightedleast squareswater mass analysis. In an survey, yields similar results. The fields from the June

CTZ surveys,the weightedleastsquares(WLS) water mass
analysisof Mackaset al. [1987]is used. In this analysis,
one specifiesvalues of parameters (temperature, salinity,
tracer concentrations)for a numberof sourcewater masses.
The method determines the best fit of each water parcel
to the source characteristics. Each parcel is described as
the sum of fractions of the source water types. The sum
of the fractions is forced to equal 1.0, and no fraction is

allowed to be less than zero. The method weights the
parameters by a combination of the variability causedby
the measurement error and by uncertainties in the source
definitions. A measure of the reliability of the fit is
provided by a chi-square test. The method works best with
conservative,independentparameters and requiresthat the
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Fig. 11. Horizontaldistributionsat 40 m depth of the three water types definedby th• sourcecharacteristics
in Table I for the three surveysshownin Figure 6. Units are fractionsof the water contributedby eachsource.
The locationsof the stations(117, 115, 143) usedto definethe three water typesduringthe July 6-12 surveyare

Shown.The firstcontourshownis 0.1 andthe contourintervalis 0.2. (a) July6-12, (b) July 21-27, (c) July 29
to August 4.

simpler T-$ analysis. It also demonstrates graphically
the degree of patchiness,indicating intermingling of water

types upstreamof the survey. These resultsare similar to

the isopycnal
analysis
by Huyeret al. [thisissue].

July 16, coveringthe regionfrom 34øN to 46øN. There are
no arrows in regions where the direction of flow could not
be clearly determined.

Starting in the north at 44øN, the cold coastalfeatures
appear to move southward and offshore. The cold water

3.4.

Satellite-Derived

Flow Field

A final tool in the analysis of the surface velocity field
is the use of sequential advanced very high resolution

northof CapeBlanco(43øN)flowsoffshore
andseparates
to
form a rapidly rotating cycloniceddy that movessouthward
over the 3 days. The colder coastal water south of Cape
Blanco also flows to the southwest and eventually extends

radiometer (AHVRR) imagesto infer patterns of motion
[ VastanoandBorders,1984;Emery et al., 1986;Kelly, 1989; off Cape Mendocinoat 40øN, 126øW. Inshoreof this flow
Tokraakianet al., 1990]. To determinewhethera continuous is a more complex region that shows northward motion
flow can be traced from Cape Blanco to the Point Arena

of the warm

water

and southwestward

motion

of the cold

jet andbeyond,a setof 11 clearimagesfromJuly 16-18, water north of Cape Mendocino, which eventually merges
1988, has been animated, displayed in sequence. This
period Came at the end of a month of persistently strong
upwelling-favorablewinds, at the beginning of a week-long

with the outer flow from Cape Blanco. There is a divergent
pattern at 40øN, 126øW, where some of the flow "leaks"
offshore ahd the rest returns

onshore.

The onshore flow at

wind relaxation [Huyeret al., this issue]. The animation 40øN turns both north and south, the southwardbranch
allows us to map the patterns of motion over the 3-day
period in a qualitative sense, rather than quantifying the

flowing into the jet off Point Arena. A mass of cold water

emergessouth of Cape Mendocinonear 39.8øN. This has

velocities.The advantageof the qualitativeinterpretation the appearance of a squirt, as defined at the beginning
of the animationis that the humaneye is adaptedto detect of the paper, and may be related to the observed wind
motion, even when features are rotating and distorting

relaxation.

It carries cold water

offshore and terminates

in

rapidly. The resultsof the subjectiveevaluationof the flow opposing vortices, cyclonic to the south and anticyclonic
field over this 3-day period are shown in Figure 12. Arrows

to the north. The cyclonic eddy moves to the south and

depictingthe qualitativedirectionof the flow field (not the
magnitudeof the velocities)are overlaidon the imagefrom

hits the outer side of the jet near 39.0øN, 124.5øW, where
Huyer et al. [thisissue]suggestit may haveinfluencedthe
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(Figure7), with extra detailswheretherewereno drifters.
The jet terminates in an eddy with moderately rapid
rotation. There is some leakage off the northwest corner
of the eddy and motion around the eddy and then to the

south.Someonshore
flowto the southof thejet can•)e
seen,as canoffshore
flowin severalotherfilaments•long
the coast to the south. Anticyclonic.rotation is evident in
the large eddy sampledby the Point Reyesdrifter (Figure

7) at 35øN-36øN, 123øW-125øW.For comparison,the
path of a satellite-trackedsurfacedrifter which travelled
fromVancouverIsland(49øN)southwardalongthe coastin
September-October 1984 is included in Figure 12 to show
that

drifters

at other times have followed a continuouõ

north-to-south path along the outer edge of this same

generalregion ([Thomsonand Papadakis,1987],discussed
in more detail below).
4.

DISCUSSION

4.1. Comparison With Previous Results
4.1.1.

Seasonal evolution.

Observations

from the CTZ

surveysand satellite (AVHRR) data favor the picture of a

strong(0.5-1.0m s-i), narrow
jet that appears
sometime
between March and May and connects the region from
north of Cape Mendocino to that south of Point Arena, at
least through July. The seasonal increase in the strength
of mesoscalemeanders and eddies is in agreement with a
late-summer maximum in rms sea surface topography found
from analysisof a year-long record of Geosat altimeter data

in two independentstudies[Flamentet al., 1989; White et
al., 1990].
To verify this seasonalpattern over a longer time period,
dynamic height fields were examined from the CODE
Monterey'

Fig. 12. The subjectivelydetermined (by PTS) July 1988 flow
field, from an animation of 11 images on July 16-18, 1988, superimposed on the satellite SST field from July 16. The black
arrows depict the direction of the flow, not the magnitude of the
velocities. The white dotted line traces the path taken by a sur-

(1981-1982), OPTOMA (1982-1986), and CTZ (19871988) surveys,locatedwithin the region37øN-42øNand
offshoreto 128øW. The approximate range of dynamic
heights(relative to 500 dbar) within each surveyhas been
tabulated and used to form a mean monthly dynamic height
range. Most of the CODE cruiseswere confinedto a narrow
coastal region and were not used; the OPTOMA cruises
that covered small regions were also not used. If more
than one cruise was conducted in the same year-month,
the largest range was used for that year-month. The mean
monthly progressionof the dynamic height range is shown
in Figure 13 as the solid line, along with the values from
the individual surveys. Given the low number of samples
available and the differences in the regions sampled by
different surveys, only the general trend of a summer-

minimumshouldbe
facedrifter in September-October1984 [Thomsonand Papadakis, fall maximumand a winter-spring
1987]. Althoughthe drifter was from a differentyear and month consideredsignificant. Thus there is an agreement of the
than the July 1988 satellite images, it traces out a path similar to seasonalprogressionfrom this longer (8 year) time •eries
the outer edge of the region of cold filaments in the July images. with the results from the altimeter
data in 1987 and the
interpretation of the satellite SST fields in 1987-1988.

reorientation of the jet, which occurred at about this time.
Offshore of the squirt, the animation shows southward
flow that connects the Cape Mendocino meander to the
Point Arena jet. Thus a continuous flow can be traced
from Cape Blanco to the Point Arena jet, along the outer
margin of a much more complex flow field. Water leaves
and enters the jet along the path of the jet, suggesting
mixing and intermingling of the jet with surroundingwater,
which would contribute to the observed patchiness of the
downstream

water

mass characteristics.

Starting at the base of the Point Arena filament, the
flow is largely as depicted earlier by the 1988 drifter study

Magnell et al. [1989a,1990]presentnearshoreCTD surveys and drifter deploymentsaround Cape Mendocino from

the Northern California Coastal Current Study (NCCCS)
in 1987 and 1988. The nearshore hydrography off Cape

Mendocino from March 17-19, 1987 (prior to the CTZ
surveyin Figure 3a) showsa jet locatedapproximately20
km from the coast at 40.4øN, 124.6øW, with a small anticyclonic eddy inshore of the jet. NCCCS drifters released
in March of both 1987 and 1988 travelled nearly uniformly
south with little meandering,approximately 20-30 km from
shore, from north of Cape Mendocino past Point Arena
and sometimesas far as Point Reyes, with velocities of up
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upwelling-favorable winds are present during most of the
year, the temporal evolution of the jet and eddy field
remains
ß

.28

to be determined.

4.1.2. Continuity with regionsfarther north. Several
pieces of evidence suggest continuity of the jet off Cape
Mendocino and Point Arena with flow north of Cape

ß

.24

Blanco. The satellite image from 6 May 1987 (Figure 2c)
showsa cyclonic filament off Cape Blanco similar to those
off Cape Mendocino and Point Arena, which were observed
to be associatedwith a meanderingjet and inshore cyclonic

.20

eddies.

ADCP

data

collected

after

the

9-18

June

1987

survey north of Cape Mendocino show offshore flow north
of Cape Blanco, onshore flow south of Cape Blanco,
and flow to the southwest between Capes Blanco and
Mendocino, leading into the survey region of Figure 3d

[R. L. Smith, Coastal upwelling in the modern ocean,
submitted to Evolution of Upwelling Systems: Miocene to
Present, edited by C. P. Summerhayes,W. Prell, and K. C.
-

ß

ß

.O4

ß ctz

00PTOM•
A CODE

-

Fig. 13. Seasonalvariation in the range of dynamic height maps
from the CODE, OPTOMA, and CTZ surveys(1981-1988). The
maximum ranges of dynamic heights off 37ø-42øN are shown as
individual symbols, and the means for each calendar month are
connected by the continuous line. Identical values found in different years are indicated by slightly offset symbols.

to 0.6m s-1. Thissuggests
thepresence
of a nearshore
jet
in March of both years.
These observations lead to the hypothesis that the
seasonalevolution of the velocity field off Cape Mendocino
and Point Arena begins in March or earlier with a jet close
to the coast, perhaps along an upwelling front. Offshore
movement of a jet associated with an upwelling front is

indicated by the CODE data south of Point Arena (near

38.6øN) at the time of the spring transition (MarchApril) in 1981 and 1982. Current moorings over the
shelf [Strubet al., 1987b] and CTD cruises[Huyer and
Kosro, 1987]revealeduniformlysouthwardvelocitiesin an
initial responseto southward winds. As the wind forcing
continued, however, the southward jet moved offshore,and
the velocity field over the shelf became more variable.
We hypothesize that as the jet moves farther offshore, it
separatesthe more variable region inshore, where upwelled
water is found, from the offshore environment. Other
jets and eddies may appear inshore of the seaward jet.
For example, moored current measurementsover the shelf

Emeis, Burlington House Publishers, Bath, 1991]. This
flow was along the edge of cold features similar to those in

Figure 2d and is consistentwith the very fresh water (•
32.0 psu) foundat the surfaceon the offshoresideof the jet
at the northern entranceto the 9-18 June 1987 survey(see
Figures 5 and 14 of Kosro et al. [this issue]). Animation
of the satellite sequencefrom 16-18 July 1988 (Figure 12)
also suggestsa continuous flow from Cape Blanco to south
of Point Arena. This is consistentwith the surfacesalinity
minimum observed in the offshore half of the jet in 1988

and with T-S characteristicsin the jet (Figure 10a).
Three previous studies provide evidence that the surface
currents off Cape Blanco in May, August and September
are similar to, and may be continuous with, the meandering
jet found off Cape Mendocino. In May 1977, Freitag and

Halpern [1981]founda jet flowingcontinuouslyfrom north
of Cape Blanco to Cape Mendocino, where offshore and
onshore flow was seen, similar to the meander found in late
May 1987 except displaced slightly to the south. Minimum
salinities in the offshore portion of the jet increased from
north to south from less than 32.4 psu north of Cape
Blanco to 32.6 psu off Point Arena. In August 1986,

Mourn et al. [1988]founda symmetricoffshoreand onshore
current west of Cape Blanco, similar to that found off Cape

Mendocinoin late May 1987 (Figure 3c). Cold water was
contained inshore of the jet, which transported fresh water

(32.0-32.5 psu) on its outer edge around the cape to the
south. Finally, the continuity of the southward flow along
the offshoreedge of the filament region is supported by the
track of a drifter which travelled southward along the coast

south of Point Arena [Magnell et al., 1989b]indicate an

from VancouverIsland(49øN) in September-October
1984
[ThomsonandPapadakis,1987]). The drifter track is shown

inshorejet over the shelf simultaneouswith the seawardjet

in Figure 12, superimposed on the July 1988 flow pattern.

observedoffshorein early July 1988[Huyeret al., this issue]. Starting north of Cape Blanco within 100 km of the coast,
Similarly, hydrographic sections from the NCCCS survey the drifter experienced offshore-onshore meanders of 50-

in August1988 [Magnellet al., 1989a]indicatea southward 100 km amplitude at Cape Blanco, between Cape Blanco
jet over the shelf and slope at most locations from north of
Cape Mendocino to south of Point Arena. These jets can
presumably separate from the coast and create multiple jets

and Cape Mendocino, southwest of Cape Mendocino, and
southwest of Point Arena. It took approximately a month
to travel from Cape Blanco to Point Arena and outlined
(each with an associatedfilament) inshoreof the seaward the systemof cold filamentsthat existedat that time (see
jet, similar to those seen in the drifter tracks and satellite Thomsonand Papadakis[1987] for overlaysof the drifter
imagessouth of Point Arena (Figure 7). We stressthat tracks and coincidentsatellite SST images).
this hypothesized seasonalprogressionapplies only to the
4.1.3. Across-jet structure and in situ upwelling. Close
Cape Mendocino and Point Arena region and that further examination of the spatial distribution of T-$ •'•:operties
observationsare needed to verify it. Farther south, where along line D in July 1988 (Figure 10b) reveals t•at the
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coldestwaterin the filament(38.0ø-38.1øN)is muchfresher in a jet which flows downwind, preferentially to the right
of the jet (the side of the jet with negative relative
vorticity). This would causeupwellingin the fresherwater
in the jet (38.1ø-38.2øN).Profileswith a similarisothermal on the offshore side of the jet, consistent with the T-$

than coastally upwelled water found inshore of the jet, but
is similar to the deeper water found slightly farther offshore

profiles found in Figure 10b. However, the observations
along line D do not conform to the theoretical situation,
since the wind direction was more cross-jet than along-jet
and the observed surface temperature minimum with the
isothermal upper layer was found on the inshore side of the

upper region were found to occur in the jet along the path

of a drifter moving offshorein the jet [Kadko et al., this
issue],althoughwarming at the surfacewas evident from
stations farther offshorethan line D. These profiles are very

much like those shown by Rieneckerand Mooers [1989b,
Figure 8] from the "cold core" of a jet off Point Arena velocitymaximum. Paduan and Niiler [1990]stressthat

the exact location of the upwelling maximum is sensitive
to the distribution of relative vorticity, which is more
complicated in the observedjet than in their Gaussian jet.
We note that the model studies quoted above have no wind
forcing and that the theoretical argument of Paduan and

in July 1986. The structure of transects from across the

1986jet [Reineckerand Mooers,1989b,Figure 54] is nearly
identicalto that found at line D in July 1988 (Figure 94).
These T-$ profiles suggest that upwelling occurs locally
within the jet and that the cold water in the narrowest
filaments seen in the satellite images may just be the
fresher, northern water found in the offshorehalf of the jet,
without the upper part of the water column.
Several mechanisms have been suggested which would
cause upwelling locally within the jet.
Model studies

Niiler [1990] lacks the three-dimensional
dynamicswhich

cause the upwelling and downwelling in the numerical
models. Thus although the water properties suggestin situ
upwelling of the fresher water as the source of the water
in the coldest narrow filament, the mechanismsthat might
by Haidvogelet al. [this issue]and Allen et al. [this issue] cause that upwelling are not yet known.
suggestan alternating pattern of downwelling and upwelling
4.1.4. Similarity to other July fields. The Point Arena
on the offshore-flowingand onshore-flowingbranches of the
jet sampledin June-July 1988 (Figure 64) and the satellite
jet, respectively. However, the observations along line D
SST fields associatedwith the jet (Figure 2e) are very
come from the offshore-flowing water, where the model similar to jets sampled by surveysin 1981 [Kosroand

predicts downwellingand where Kadko et al. [this issue] Huyer, 1986], 1982, 1984, and 1986 (Figure 14) and July
and Washburnet al. [this issue]interpret the observations imagesfrom 1981-1986 (Figure 15) and 1987 (Figure 2d).
to indicate subsidence. Whether the narrow region with
The dynamic height fields (Figure 14) from July 1982
the isothermalT-$ relation in the upperwater (Figure 10b) [Flamentet al., 1985], July 1984 [Rieneckeret al., 1987],
could be the remnant of upwelling which occurred during
and July 1986 [Rieneckerand Mooers, 1989b]all show a
the onshore-flowing branch of the meander remains to be

strong offshore-flowing jet extending west or southwest
from Point Arena, as sampled in 1988. The satellite images

determined.

An alternate mechanismfor in situ upwelling is proposed

from other July (Figure 15) often showcoldwater off Cape

by Paduan and Niiler [1990], who use conservationof

Mendocino, warm water southwest of Cape Mendocino

vorticity to argue that in situ upwelling will take place

between 39øN and 40øN, and one or more filaments
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Rieneckerand Mooers[1989b]).The contourinterval is 0.02 dyn m.
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1988 (Figures ? and 12). The 1986 dynamic height field
and Point Reyes (38ø-39øN). This pattern is consistent (Figure 14c) coversthe jet off Point Arena out beyondthe
with a meander off Cape Mendocino, onshore flow south meander'sturn to the southeastat 37øN, as is alsoevident
of the cape, and offshore-flowingjets between Point Arena in the satelliteimage (Figure 151). The OPTOMA surveys
extending offshore from the region between Point Arena

and Point Reyes. The images also show the degree in 1984 and 1986 show anticyclonic eddies to the north and
of interannual variability in the position of the offshore west of the jet off Point Arena but also demonstrate that
filaments, which may leave the coast anywhere from north the surface transport in the closed eddies is less than the

of Point Arena (1984) to Point Reyes (1981; see Kosro transport in the continuous jet.
Although the fields from 1984 and 1986 support the
and Huyer [1986]for the 1981dynamicheightfield). The
1984 dynamic height field (Figure 14b) and satellite image model of the meandering jet at the surface, they make
(Figure 15d) supportthe imageof a jet that connectsthe it clear that most of the flow that continues south after
passingaround the cyclonic eddy at the end of the jet off
Point Arena does not immediately return close to the coast
does not approach as close to the coast as it did between but continues south, 200-300 km from shore, in contrast
39øN and 40øN, a pattern similar to that inferred from to the meander off Cape Mendocino. For the July 1984 jet
the drifters and the sequenceof satellite images in July (Figure 14b), this is confirmedby a July 1984 CalCOFI
meander off Cape Mendocino to an offshore-flowingjet at

Point Arena, which meandersback onshoreat 37øN but

....

..... :'.

................

.

Fig. 15. SatelliteSST imagesfrom July in other years: (a) 1981, (b) 1982, (c) 1983, (d) 1984, (e) 1985, (f) 1986.
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Fig. 15. (continued)

cruise, which showed the main jet extending south of

the 1987 CTZ surveys is approximately 250 km, a scale

35øN, 200 km offshore,between anticyclonic(offshore) which is roughly similar to the separation between capes
and cyclonic(inshore)eddies[Cheltonet al., 1988]. This along the coast of southern Oregon and California. Other
pattern is similar to the path taken by drifters in 1988,

models, spun-up from rest by a spatially uniform and
steady wind stress, produce a jet which becomes unstable
125øW and 127øW (Figures7c and 7d). This is also and forms meanders and eddies, without coastal capes or
the path taken by the surface drifter that passed through
bathymetricfeatures[Batteenet al., 1989;McCrearyet al.,
which continue to the south from 35øN to 33øN between

this regionin October1984 [Thomsonand Papadakis,1987]
(Figure 12).
4.2. Comparison With Model Studies

1991].
An interestingresultis foundwhenMcCrearyet al. [1991]
force their model with an annually oscillating(spatially
uniform) wind stress. The result is an upwelling front

Although a number of modeling studies have addressed and jet, which developsseasonallyand eventually becomes
the three-dimensional structure and variability in eastern unstablein spring-summer, producingmeandersand eddies
boundary currents, each study has included only a few of on both the inshore and offshoreside of the jet. In winter,
the processeswhich may influence the circulation patterns the system decays to weaker, large-scale eddies. Thus
in those systems(such as surfacebuoyancyflux, surface seasonal wind forcing alone, with no curl and no coastal
wind stress, wind stress curl, bottom bathymetric features, or topographic features, can cause the development of an
variable coastline, realistic three-dimensional density and unstable jet, which moves offshore and develops into a
velocity structure, etc.). These "processstudies" show jet and eddy field. The scales of the features in the
the range of responses to isolated processes and often model are sensitiveto model parameterizations,especially
produce velocity fields with meanders and eddies similar those involved with horizontal and vertical mixing, which
to the observations,but they cannot evaluate the relative is a point of concern, since these processesare not well
represented in numerical models.
importance of all the different processes.

For example, Philander and Yoon [1982] demonstrate
that the responseof an eastern boundary current to annual

Another type of numerical model study uses initial
and boundary conditions derived from hydrographic and

periodicsouthwardwind forcing(with no curl) is a banded ADCP surveysto hindcast("dynamicallyinterpolate")the
developingcurrcnt structure between surveys [Robinson

structure of currents, associatedwith westward propagating
Rossby waves. These may contribute to the offshore eddy

et al., 1986; Rienecker et al., 1987; Walstad et al., this

issue]. Such studies provide details of the evolving
current structure which extend the observations(within
simply the evolution of an initial, alongshore, baroclinic the assumptionsincorporatedin the models). For example,
jet (equatorwardsurfacejet over a polewardundercurrent, Walstadet al. [this issue] initialize a QG model with
typical of summer and fall) [Ikeda and Emery, 1984; the density field and ADCP velocitiesfrom a rectangular
Haidvogelet al., this issue]. Th•se models suggestthe subregionof the May 18-26, 1987, CTZ survey(Figure 3c)
field, as supportedby Geosat altimeter data [White et
al., 1990]. An alternate explanationof the eddy field is

importance of coastal topographic features, such as capes,

and interpolate boundary conditionsbetween that survey

in perturbing the jet. Pierce et al. [this issue]and Allen and the June 9-18 survey. Figure 16 shows the stream
et al. [this issue]showthat the spatial scaleof the most functions from the model at the start, middle and end of
unstable perturbations of jets similar to those observed in

the simulation. The initial field showswhy some of the
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drifters releasedat 38.1øN, 123.8øW, went north around
the closed eddy of Point Arena and some flowed to the

southwest(Figure 5a). During the simulation,the onshore

cessesare responsible for generating the different features
observedin the California Current system.
4.3. Biological Implications

flow south of Cape Mendocino becomes a sharper onshore
meander between the two capes, while the streamlines off
Point Arena begin to bow outward, creating the sharp

The CTZ surveys provide evidence that off Cape Mendocino and Point Arena in May-July, the observed jet

offshore

separates
wate• masses
and biological
assemblages
at the

meander

off Point

Arena

observed

in the

June

1987 cruise. The growth of the meander off Point Arena
around June 2 was observed as the growing cold feature

surface and carries nutrients and biomass along on its
inshore

flank

and

sometimes

within

its

core.

Thus

one

in the AVHRR images (Figure 4c) and in the ADCP

important implication of the observed structure is that
measurementsof increasingoffshoretransport on June 2-5,
the gradient in biological properties between the richer
1987, at 39øN, 125øW [Deweyand Moum, 1990]. The nearshore and oligotrophic offshoreregimes is often concenmodel demonstrates how the growth of a meander may trated in a narrow frontal region across the jet. Processes
look like a squirt in satellite images and even in a field which produce cross-jet transport will move biomass and
survey of a limited domain.
nutrients from the inshore to the offshore environment,
Rotating laboratory tank experiments represent a final where they may be left by meanders and cutoff eddies.
type of model. Narimousaand Maxworthy[1989]present
A phytoplankton pigment maximum is often found on
results from a seriesof two-layer experiments in a tank that
the inshore half of the jet as it flows both offshore and

include rotation, surfacestress(with and without curl),

onshore(Figures8 and 9). The net effectof the meanders

idealized capes and bottom ridges. Their results suggest

on offshore transport of biomass depends on the biological
that (1) bathymetric ridges produce an offshore-onshore processes and vertical motions which occur during the
meander coincident with the feature, while capes do not,
meanders. In a drifter-following experiment during July
(2) both ridgesand capesproducemeandersapproximately 1988, which extended beyond the normal CTZ survey

100-150 km downstreamof the feature, and (3) a positive region, Kadko et al. [this issue]and Washburnet al. [this
issue]documentthe subsidence
of patchesof high pigment

offshore maximum of wind stress curl produces offshore
eddies which draw the coastal water offshore. Although it
is tempting to use these conclusionsto explain the strong
onshore flow south of Cape Mendocino as due to the
ridge offshoreof the cape, the primitive equation numerical

model results of Haidvogelet al. [this issue]producesa
narrow meander directly offshore of the cape without a
ridge in the model bathymetry, contradicting the first
conclusionfrom the laboratory model.
These studies show that depending on the choice of
model parameters and forcing, a number of models can
produce features that are similar to certain aspectsof the
observations. At this point, however, none of the model
results have demonstrated conclusivelywhich physical pro-

concentrations as the drifter moved offshore, at subsidence

ratesof up to 25 m day-1. Beforethe drifterreached
the end of the filament, pigment concentrations near the
drifter were vastly reduced from inshore values and nitrate
values were undetectable down to 100 m. It is not clear,
however, whether this was true everywhere at this distance
from shore or whether the drifter simply missed a patch of
pigment such as seen along line G in July 1988, 275 km

from shore(Figure 9b).
One of the more

detailed

examinations

of the evolution

of biological processeswithin a jet meander is presented by

Abbottet al. [1990],who discussfiuorometermeasurements
and water samples collected on a drifting buoy which
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sampledthe offshore-onshore
meander at 38øN in June

to the surface and do not take into account

the subsidence

1987, shown in Figure 5b.
During the first 2 days
of offshore motion, phytoplankton pigment concentrations

describedby Kadko et al. [this issue] and Washburnet
al. [thisissue].

(as inferredfrom strobe-stimulated
fluorescence)
increased, To examine the relative magnitudes of offshore and onand nitrate plus nitrite concentrationsdecreased,indicating shore pigment flux, the velocity and pigment concentrations
phytoplankton growth. At the same time, the initially in Figure 8 have been used to calculate the horizontal flux
large concentration of nonfluorescentmaterial decreased of pigment (the product of normal velocity and pigment
substantially. This material covaried with the pigment concentration)through the upper 100 m of these verticoncentrations,implying •hat a large proportion of it was cal sections. Although the interpretation of these flux
biological detritus, which sank out of the upper water calculationsis complicatedby the spatially patchy nature
column in the first few days of offshoretransport. Pigment of pigment, they provide a more quantitative approach
concentrationsthen decreasedduring the rest of the offshore than arguments based simply on the relative positions of
motion, reflectingzooplanktongrazing and/or subsidence. pigment and velocity maxima using the same data [Hood
By the time the drifter reachedthe offshoreterminus of the et al., 1990; Chavez et al., this issue; Kosro et al., this
meander, there was a strong diurnal cycle of fluorescence issue]. The resultsare that approximatelyequal amounts
around a steady mean value, indicating a balance between of phytoplankton
pigment(1.1-1.3x 105kg day-1) axe
daytime growth and nighttime grazing. These results apply being transported by the offshore and onshore branches of
the meander off Cape Mendocino during the May 18-26

survey(Figure 8b). In the meanderwhichappearsbetween
stations 9 and 60 in Figure 8c during the June 9-18 survey,

morepigment
(1.3x 105kgday-1) isbeingtransported
in
theoffshore
branch
thanisreturning
(0.3x 105kgday-i)
in the onshore branch. This is the meander sampled by

the drifter describedby Abbottet al. [1990]. In both May

andJune1987surveys,
approximately
2.5 x 105kg day-1
is being transported offshore by the jet at the southwest
corner of the surveys. To the extent that the surface
drifters in Figure 5 represent the motion of this pigment,
most of the biomass and nutrients leaving the survey at its
southwest

corner

remains

in meanders

and eddies

100-300

km from the coast over the next 10-30 days. During this

time, processessuch as describedby Abbottet al. [1990]
are likely to transform this pigment into other biological
products and detritus, which eventually fall out of the
water

column.

These

calculations

indicate

that

at

some

times the onshore-flowingbranch of meanders may carry
as much pigment as the offshore-flowingbranch, while at
other times more is carried offshore than returns. They
also indicate that a large amount of biological material
is caxried

offshore

to the

southwest

of Point

Arena

and

PointReyes,
whichenricl•es
theoceanin theregion100-400
km from

shore.

In some sense, the net biological impact of this system
of meanders and eddies can be seen directly in satellite

36N

Colorimagery[Abbottand Zion, 1985;Abbottand Barksdale,
this issue]suchas the coastalzonecolorscanner(CZCS)
image from June 15, 1981 in Figure 17, processed as

describedby $trub et al. [1990]. On the basis of the
CTZ surveys, we interpret the edge of the region with
high pigment concentrations to represent the center of
an alongshorejet that flows from north of Cape Blanco
to south of Point Arena. There is a detached patch of
pigment between capes Blanco and Mendocino, similar
to the cold eddy off Cape Blanco in Figure 12, a large

meander
offCapeMendocino,
similarto Figure4b,which
2N

Fig. 17. Surface pigment concentration derived from the CZCS
satellite data from June 15, 1981.

returns near shore north of Point Arena, and an offshoreflowing filament at Point Arena that marks the northern

edge of a wider and more convoluted region of high
pigment concentrations. At the southern edge of the
image, the region of high productivity is interrupted in the
SouthernCalifornia Bight by the "EnsenadaFront," where
oligotrophic water from the deep ocean flows onshore into
the bight [Peldezand McGowan,1986; Thomasand $trub,
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1990].Thusalthoughit is likelythat processes
(squirtsand supportsits continuitywith water north of Cape Mendocino
eddies)other than the jet augmentproductivityinshore and Cape Blanco. The presenceof different plankton
of thej•t [Hayward
andMantyla,
1990;Chavez
et al.,this speciesoffshore,within and inshoreof the jet [Mackaset
issue], the jet is seen to carry nutrients and biomass al., this issue;Hoodet al., 1990, this issue]alsosupports
offshore,alongthe edgeof a region100-400 km in width, the origin of the jet in a water mass farther upstream.
within which the deep ocean is more productive than it is
offshoreof the jet.
5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The large-scale field of horizontal motion inferred from

a sequenceof satellite SST images (Figure 12) shows
continuityfrom Cape Blanco to Point Arena during a

3-day period in July 1988, although it also showsthat
The CTZ and NCCCS surveysin 1987-1988,alongwith water both leaves and enters the jet along the way,
past surveysfrom the CODE and OPTOMA programs which may contribute to the observedpatchinessoff Point
(1981-1986)provide8 yearsof evidencewith whichwe can Arena. The continuousflow from north of Cape Blanco
partially answer the questions posed in the introduction. to Point Conceptionis similar to the path taken by a
These results apply primarily to the region between surfacedrifter in September-October
1984 [Thomsonand
approximately
36øNand 42øNduringFebruary-July.
Papadakis,1987],A jet flowingfrom north of CapeBlanco
to south of Cape Mendocinowas previouslyobservedin
5.1. The Spatial Structure of Horizontal and Vertical
May 1977by Freitagand Halpern[1981]. Southof 39øN,
Transports
the drifters (Figure 7) and satellite-derivedfield shows
5.1.1. Meanderingjet. Between39øN and 42øN, the that the seawardjet travels through a field of eddieswith
data strongly support the model of a meanderingjet, multiplefilamentsinshoreof the jet, whichmay be different
flowingalong the offshoreborder of the region of cold than the seawardjet and its associatedfilaments.
waterseenin the satelliteimagesduringMarch-July.We
5.1.2. Mesoscaleeddyfield. The data show that
refer to this jet as the seawardjet to distinguishit from closededdiesare presentin the CaliforniaCurrentsystem.
other jets that may be present farther inshore. The
fact that the jet was closer tO the coast in March and

strongerthan the eddy inshore of the jet [Magnellet
al., 1990]suggests
a Seasonal
development
that supports
the seawardjet as the primary structurein this region
and period. The OPTOMA data show the presenceof
eddiesbut also supportthe greater transport in the jet,
favoringthe meandering
jet model. The largest"synoptic"
survey in this region, obtained by combiningthe July
1984OPTOMA (Figure14b)and CalCOFI data [Chelton

Between39øNand42øN,the nearshore
hydrography
from
the March 1987NCCCS surveyand the CTZ surveysshow
cycloniceddieslocated southwestof the capes,inshoreof
the jet. The eddy surveyed in March is weaker than the

jet, as is indicatedby the dynamic topographyand by
the fact that drifters followedthe jet but did not become

entrainedin the eddy [Magnellet al., 1990]. Southof
39øNin June-August,
the CTZ driftersandhydrography
showthe presenceof both cyclonicand anticycloniceddies
inshoreof the jet. Analysisof drifter data by Brink et

e}al.,1988],
shows
a continuous
flowfromnorthof Cape al. [thisissue]suggests
that eddy and jet transportsare

Mendocino to south of Point Conception, with eddies roughly equal in this region.
inshoreand offshoreof the jet. Drifters that left the jet
The CTZ andCODEhydrographic
datado not extend
in July 1988 and traveled as far west as 13•4øWdid not far enoughoffshoreto determinewhether anticyclonic
encounter
anothersouthward
jet, supporting
thecontention eddies exist offshoreof the jet, as has been proposed
that the jet which flowed offshore from Point Arena carried
most of the surface transport of the California Current at
that time and location.

by others [Simpsonet al., 1986; Mooersand Robinson,

1984; Rienecker
et al., 1987; Rampet al., this issue].

We stress that these conclusions

The OPTOMA data provide most of the hydrographic
apply only to the February-July period; the full seasonal evidencefor the presenceof an anticycloniceddy offshore
evolution of the system remains to be determined.
of the jet betweenCape Mendocinoand Point Arena, but
A number of features have been found repeatedly, CTZ driftersin May-June 1987 and June-July1988, and
althoughnot universally,in the seawardjet. A tongueof NCCCS drifters in March of 1987 and 1988 did not map
fresh water is often found in the upper 30-50 m of the out an eddy in that location. In August 1988, a large
jet's offshoreflank, and a narrow temperature minimum is

anticyclonic eddy offshore of the jet around 35øN was
drifters, and a small anticyclonic

sometimes
found
justinshore
ofihejet'smaximum
velocitymappedby severalCTZ
(Figure8 and 9). This narrowtemperatur
e minimumis

eddywasfoundbetween
CapeMendocino
andPointArena

seen as a cold narrow filament in the satellite images, by an NCCCS drifter (althoughinshoreof the cold water
embedded in the larger region of cool water inshore of boundary), indicating that the drifters are not excluded
the jet. T-S diagrams (Figure 10b) show this filament from mapping such eddies.
to be nearly isothermalin the upper ocean,resembling Thus the data supportthe existenceof smaller,cyclonic
the water in the pycnoclinebeneaththe freshwater found eddies inshore of the jet north of 39øN in March-June
just offshoreof the maximum velocity, suggestingin situ and numerouseddiesinshoreand offshoreof the jet south

upwelling
within the jet. The mechanism
causingt•l•is of 39øNin June-August.The longmeanderthat grows
upwelling has yet to be determined, as does its relation
to the subsidencedescribed by others. We stress that
these conclusionsapply to the seawardjet. Other jets
and filamentsinshoreof the seawardjet may havedifferent

off Point Arena in JUne-July of 1987 and 1988 has a
cycloniceddywithin the offshoreterminusof the meander,
whichappearsto be cut off and left offshoreof the jet in

structures

month and moving offshoreat approximately70 km per

and T-S

characteristics.

The presenceof the band of fresherwater in the upper
20-50 m on the offshoreside of the jet at Point Arena

late July 1988, remaining vigorousover at least the next

month(0.03ms-1),theapproximate
speed
ofRossby
wave
propagation[Whiteet al., 1990].Whethertheseeddiesare
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presentat other timesof the year is not known,especially Point Arena may persistfor a monthin oneposition(June
southof 39øN, but the February1987 cruise,the historical 20 to July 18, 1988), then reorientin a period of a week
hydrographicdata and the altimeter data suggestthat or two. Animation of a sequenceof satellite images from
eddies between 39øN and 42øN are weaker in winter than
July 16-18 showsa great deal of structurein currentsand
summer.

SST featureswith spatial scalesof 100 km or lessand time

scalesof severaldays (Figure 12).

5.1.3. Squirts. Most of the evidencedoesnot supportthe
interpretationthat the larger filamentsin the SST images
are squirts,as definedin the introduction.The seawardjet 5.3. Biological Implications
which borders the larger regionsof cold water, the band
The jet that flows from north of Cape Mendocino
of fresh water found in the outer half of the jet, and the

to Point Arena transports nutrient-poor water along its

T-$ characteristics of the narrow cold core of the filaments

offshore half and nutrient-rich water on its inshore half and

all argue stronglyagainst a coastalorigin of that water.

appearsto separateassemblages
of planktonspecies[Hood

The measurementsfrom current moorings over the shelf et al., 1990,this issue;Mackaset al., this issue].Although
north and south of Cape Mendocinoshowmean southward phytoplanktonbiomass,as representedby phytoplankton
flow north of the cape and mean northward flow south pigmentconcentrations,is generallypatchy,it is usually

of the cape during 1987-1988,which has been interpreted greaterinshoreand loweroffshore
of the jet (surfacevalues
as evidence for the nearshoreconvergenceassociatedwith

below0.5 mgm-:• offshore
of thejet'scenter).Moderate

squirts[Mugnellet al., 1990].However,thesemeasurementspigment
concentrations
(1-4 mgm-3) mayappear
in the
are also consistent with the confluent flow field created by jet, more often on the inshore or deeper part, where
the meanderingjet north of the cape and cycloniceddy velocitiesare 0.2-0.5 m s-1. Thus biomassand nutrients
southwestof the cape as determined by the hydrographic are carriedalongon the inshorehalf of the jet on its offshore
data (Figure3), whichprovides
a morecomplete
pictureof meanders,as is evident in imagesfrom the CZCS, which
the field.
showfilamentsextendingas far offshoreas they do in SST
Somethinglookinglike a squirt of cold water appearsin images(Figure 17). If meanderscreatecutoffeddies,the
the sequenceof AVHRR imagesanimatedto producethe biologicalmaterial in the eddiesremainsoffshore,as is also
flow depictionshownin Figure 12, emergingbetweenCape evidentin CZCS images.Subsidencein the offshore-flowing
Mendocino and Point Arena over a 3-day period. Whether

branch of the meanders may move phytoplankton and

this is truly a squirt(causedby a nearshore
convergence)nutrients below the euphotic zone and biological processes
or cold water pulled from the coastby a pair of previously
existing eddies cannot be determined from the images,
althoughits occurrenceat the time of a wind relaxation
favorsthe squirt hypothesis.It seemslikely that nearshore
convergences
do producesquirtsat timesand that they are
shorter(100 km) than the longfilamentsand occurinshore
of the observedjet, with time scalesof days, contributing

may transformit during the long meanders.Although the
quantitative details of the horizontal and vertical fluxes

to the richness and patchinessof the water properties in

than it is between Point Arena and Point Conception. It is
terminated in the Southern California Bight by the onshore
advection of oligotrophic water from the deep ocean.

that region.

5.2. Temporal Variability

of nutrients and biomass in these filaments have yet to

be determined, the CZCS satellite images suggest that
the meanderingjet and eddy field createsa region of high
productivitythat remainsmostlyinshoreof the seawardjet.
This region is narrower,on average,north of Point Arena

Hydrographicdata from the CODE, OPTOMA, and
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